
WRITING A COVER LETTER TO SOMEONE YOU KNOW

What is a cover letter salutation? A salutation is the greeting you include at the beginning of a cover letter written to
apply for a job. The following is a list of letter salutation examples that are appropriate for cover letters and other
employment-related correspondence when.

For example, if you're checking in with a close friend to find out if they've heard of a job opening at their
company. LinkedIn is also a great tool to find out who the hiring manager is. If your closing contains more
than one word, capitalize only the first word, as in Best regards or Sincerely yours. Chances are their profile
picture will clarify their gender. For potential employers, use Mr. Sell yourself as an experienced professional,
not a fun tennis partner or an old college drinking buddy. And presto! But a cover letter alone won't do it; you
also need a resume that clearly demonstrates what you're skilled at and how you can make their company
awesome. And be sure to put a comma after your closing. It leaves a good impression on the hiring manager if
you have taken the time to use their name, especially if you needed to work a little to find it. Download the
salutation cover letter template compatible with Google Docs and Word Online or see below for more
examples. Cover letter closings End your message with a formal closing, such as Sincerely, Regards or Best
regards. Cover letter openings Write a formal greeting, such as Dear Ms. If you are unsure of the reader's
gender, simply state their full name and avoid the personal title i. Related Articles. Write your telephone
number and email address on separate lines after your name. For example: Dear Hiring Manager, First
paragraph of letter. Present subtle reminders of quid pro quo. Remember, even if your friend is ready to hire
you on the spot, she may have to pitch your qualifications to other decision makers. A common error in
business communications is the omission of that comma. When applying for a job, sometimes you want to
start off formally, even though you may take a less formal tone in subsequent written exchanges.


